
Where can I go?  
I’m only leaving in your head.  

When the physical form that we think of and touch called me disintegrates, where do I go? Our physical 
brain senses and creates mental images. That is what the brain does, along with more mundane things, 
like imagining the concept of time.  

But there is much more to us that we don’t see. We don’t see the sky, we see what the sky holds, 
clouds, birds and rainbows. We see the things light bounces off of and reflects but we don’t see light. Is 
there light when it is not bouncing and reflecting off something? Is the sky there when there are no 
clouds or rainbows? Sure, there is, but we don’t see it. The same is true of you and me. Just because we 
don’t see something does not mean that it is not there.  

Keith Buzzel, OD, once described what we call consciousness as resonate neural-explosions similar to 
the Arora Borealis or Northern Lights flashing in the brain.  

 
Think of the brain and nervous system as a thunder and lightning storm of flashing radiant energy. The 
luminous patters of energy that we experience as the Arora Borealis are made visible by the interaction 
of other energies; partials of moisture, other forms of energy, the atmosphere and light. It is the 
interdependent-interaction of these clashing, otherwise invisible forces, that produce the temporary 
thought-feeling we call consciousness and, in like fashion, the me that we see and touch. Of course, 
behind these forms are more subtle patterns, and more subtle patterns, leaving what we call the 
material universe far behind. As physicist David Bohm described; there is no real distinction between the 
material and that subtle, call it energy, that manifests as the material. Matter simply fades inseparably 
into non-matter. As above, so below, fractals within invisible fractals. And we are that.  

Holding this fractal metaphor, years ago Ram Dass shared how devotees of Maharaji, Neem Karoli Baba, 
cried out just before he left his body… “Maharaji, don’t leave us.” “Where can I go,” replied Baba, “I’m 
only leaving you in your head.” This draws us back to our body and what we call mind. Still holding the 
fractal metaphor, now adding the fact that what is happening in our head, what we call thought, feeling, 
awareness and consciousness is an instant by instant, ever-new, every-refreshing resonate neural 
explosion similar to the Arora Borealis in our brain. Grasping the instantaneous, always present, and 
immediate nature of consciousness changes, and fundamentally, how we conceive of our life and death.  

In my first high school photography class we drew a duck on one side of small card and a cage on the 
other, attached this to a pencil and spun it between our palms. While spinning, the duck appeared in the 
cage, a well-known phenomenon called persistence of vision. There is a similar persistence in the mind, 
giving rise to the perception of continuity of thought-feeling and therefor what we generally call the self, 
when, like the duck and the cage, there is no duck in a cage, only the ever-new, every-refreshing, 
instantaneous and present resonate neural explosion.  

  



Alexandra David-Neel describes in “The Secret Oral Teaching in Tibetan Buddhist Sects:” The tangible 
world is movement, say the Masters, not a collection of moving objects. It is movement which constitutes 
the object which appears to us… [similar to the movement that creates the perception of the duck in a 
cage]. This movement is a continued and infinitely rapid succession of flashes of energy. All objects 
[including mental images of self and other] perceptible to our senses, all phenomena of whatever kind 
and whatever aspect they may assume, are constructed by a rapid succession of instantaneous events. 
So, where is Baba and where can he go?  

The image I have of myself and others is an instantaneous event occurring now. What we conceive of as 
me, my life, is happening now. Krishnamurti noted that, “the future is now. If I am greedy and violent 
today, I will be that way tomorrow too. To change the future that change must occur now.” If it is always 
now, what are we and what remains when the interdependent fractal patters of energies that manifest 
as our physical body dissolve? As above, so below.  

We can postulate; the primary function of our cognitive intellect is survival, implicitly defense. That 
defense draws and associates memories that are reincarnated now. Is that crackling of leaves friend or 
threat? (That this abstracting capacity grew so powerful that it turned on itself and abstracted its 
abstractions and further reified this phantom image, falsely treating the image as an independent 
reality, as a psychological self, distinct from a proprioception felt-self, which in turn needed defending 
and therefore became the source that has to be defended against is another issue.) What’s relevant, is 
the basic question; what are we and what remains when the interdependent fractal patters of energies 
that manifest as our physical body dissolve? How can the imaginative-cognitive capacity described 
above know? It can’t, anymore than the human ear or eye can hear radio and see television broadcasts.  

 
Farcical patterns closely mirroring neural-net storms.  

But we have glimpses and metaphors. Speaking of addiction Gabor Maté implores; Don’t ask why the 
addiction. Ask why the pain? Marshall Rosenberg, founder of Nonviolent Communication, insists; Don’t 
give attention to what is being said. Listen and feel (have empathy) for the feelings and needs beneath 
the words and respond to that.  

Drawing on a rich body, descriptions of near-death experiences, what remains when we are free from 
psychological, emotional and physical pain which, for many occupies and expresses as the self we hold 
so dear? What remains? The soul we say. In speaking with Samdhong Rinpoche, I asked, is there one 
soul or many? “The drop dissolves back into the ocean,” he said, “but retains that unique drop-ness that 
is Michael or Mary, still recognizable without a physical form, like hearing or recognizing a unique 
invisible symphony.” 



In Buddhist terms: Nirvana, a state that is free from suffering and rebirth. Freedom from suffering we 
understand. What is it that is reborn? Samsara, the cycle-rebirth of karmic tendencies. If we are lucky, 
very lucky we are freed from that cycle along with suffering. But don’t bet on it.  

Imagine being free from psychological, emotional and physical pain. Imagine being completely free from 
any form of identification with psychological, emotional and physical pain and this includes the entire 
field of consciousness as we generally conceive of it. Who or what would we then be? Still Michael, as 
Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony or John Lennon’s, Let it be, or Hallelujah, by Leonard Cohen.  

A timeless song, free, moving (but not in time-space), playful, joyful creation. That unique invisible 
timeless, eternal pattern that makes Michael – Michael or Keith – Keith remains, but not as a drop. 
“Where can I go,” replied Baba, “I’m only leaving you in your head.”  

Grieving is grieving, that primal, visceral, irrational loss. That, nothing can extinguish, save time. Like 
every trauma, the body takes time to heal. For some I scream Hallelujah that the psychological, 
emotional and physical pain, self-imposed or not, that defined much of one’s life has ended. For others I 
smile and celebrate what I imagine that creative, playful, joyful filled state call Nirvana must be. Being 
free from any identification with psychological, emotional and physical pain does not mean that there is 
no me. Where can I go? Joe, Keith, Krishnamurti and all the other resonances that resonate in my life are 
always resonating. Where can they go?  

With affection 

Michael Mendizza 
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